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Teacher Co-ordinator: Dr. Chaandreyi Mukherjee 

 

Summary: 

As part of the Azaadi ka Amrit Mahotsav, the Students’ Union Advisory Committee, 

Vivekananda College, University of Delhi organized the 73
rd

 Republic Day on 26 January 2022 

from 11 a.m. onwards on Google Meet platform with the link https://meet.google.com/vun-kacv-

pzk?hs=224. The event was also streamed live on Youtube with the link 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JwXF8K9_co and has garnered 431 views already.  

The event was hosted by Dr. Chaandreyi Mukherjee and the Google Meet capacity was 

completely full with the attendance reaching 101 participants within minutes. The event was 

anchored by Umaima and Divyanshi who introduced the meaning and importance of Republic 

Day, especially it being the 73
rd

 Republic Day of India. It began with the National Anthem 

followed by the address of Dr. Hina Nandrajog, Officiating Principal, Vivekananda College 

whose words of wisdom resounded with the students encouraging them to follow a virtuous path. 

Then there was a beautiful collaboration by Dhwani (Indian Classical Music Society) and 

Nrityam (Indian Classical Dance Society) as they performed on various patriotic songs. The 

Open Mic Society informed the audience regarding Constitutional Morality, read their self-

written poem, sang a beautiful song and showed their artwork. Enactus Society entertained the 

audience with a very interesting and interactive quiz session. Through a very informative 

PowerPoint presentation, Financio Society alerted everyone about the various financial schemes 

introduced by the Prime Minister of India. The Eartha Foundation shared lesser known facts 

about the Republic Day through a very educative presentation. Kalakriti enthralled everyone 

with beautiful art and craft created by the students on the occasion of Republic Day. The feeling 

of patriotism was heightened by the passionate self written poetry by Ehsaas, the Creative 

Writing Society. Alluring Dazzlers, the Fashion Society made everyone spellbound with their 

concept by depicting independent, brave and bold women in various professions. It was followed 

by another outstanding collaboration between Vivacious, the Western Dance Society and 

Thirkan, the Folk Dance Society, as they dance on various patriotic tunes and folk songs wearing 

traditional costumes. Dr. Chaandreyi Mukherjee was then invited to deliver the vote of thanks. 

Umaima and Divyanshi concluded the event by mentioning the pride and glory associated with 

the special day while photographs clicked by Clickomania, the Photography Society, were shown 

in the background. The programme was greatly appreciated by everybody. 
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